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JeoPARODY how –to’s 

The idea of playing the game is to create a fun atmosphere in which to discuss emergency knowledge 

and procedures. 

Be prepared to discuss the questions and answers, either as you go along or as a review at end of game, 

whichever works best for you. 

On your cheat sheet, I’ve abbreviated the questions and answers, under each category. Since you’ll be 

the “host” and the “panel of judge”, you can determine when a correct answer has been given or if 

everyone’s stumped, you can reveal the “question”. I’ve put the corresponding Emergency 

manual/policy section number beside each $$ figure so you can refer to the manual(s) during further 

discussion. 

The game has some other features, such as a timer that you can click on once the answer has been read 

aloud (click the red rectangle at bottom of each “answer “screen if you want to use this feature). It also 

will make some sounds – (cheering, booing etc,) if you click on the icons in lower right corner of 

“question” screens. 

Not necessary to use either of these features to have a successful game – up to you. 

If you have a group, it’s probably a good idea to form 3 teams. *Give each team a noise to make when 

they know the answer (ding, yip, whoo or whatever).  

If your group’s really competitive, you can keep score, just like on Jeopardy! (except you’ll have to do it 

the old-fashioned way, with pen and paper) 

Try to ensure everyone gets a chance to engage and speak up, during game or discussion. 
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Let’s play JeoPARODY 

 

Here’s the game board    
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Here’s the answer that shows when you select the $100 square in category HOT, HOT, HOT 

                                                                                               

 

 

And here’s the correct question, revealed after a participant has “rung in”       
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And another answer, this time in the category “I don’t feel so good….” 

 

 

And the question……… 
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Here’s an answer under the category “leftovers – my favourite dish” 

 

And the question …… 
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